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Abstract—Deep neural networks have been employed in a
broad range of applications, including face detection, natural
language processing, and autonomous driving. Yet, the neural
networks with the capability to tackle real-world problems are
intrinsically expensive in computation, hindering the usage of
these models. Sparsity in the input data of neural networks
provides an optimizing opportunity. However, harnessing the
potential performance improvement on modern CPU faces
challenges raised by sparse computations of the neural net-
work, such as cache-unfriendly memory accesses and efficient
sparse kernel implementation.

In this paper, we propose Acorns, a framework to accelerate
deep neural networks with input sparsity. In Acorns, sparse
input data is organized into our designed sparse data layout,
which allows memory-friendly access for kernels in neural
networks and opens the door for many performance-critical
optimizations. Upon that, Acorns generates efficient sparse
kernels for operators in neural networks from kernel templates,
which combine directions that express specific optimizing
transformations to be performed, and straightforward code
that describes the computation.

Comprehensive evaluations demonstrate Acorns can out-
perform state-of-the-art baselines by significant speedups. On
the real-world detection task in autonomous driving, Acorns
demonstrates 1.8-22.6× performance improvement over base-
lines. Specifically, the generated programs achieve 1.8-2.4×
speedups over Intel MKL-DNN, 3.0-8.8× speedups over Ten-
sorFlow, and 11.1-13.2× speedups over Intel MKL-Sparse.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed the remarkable advances in

the development of deep learning models in many real-world

problems, face recognition [1], [2], image retrieval [3], natu-

ral language processing [4], and autonomous driving [5], just

to name a few. While these models are powerful enough to

extract knowledge from massive data, they pose significant

challenges in the computing efficiency when deployed to

carry out inference. A typical neural network [6] requires

billions of floating-point operations to classify an image, and

more challenging problems, like the detection in autonomous

driving, could bring several times more computations. More-

over, the advances in the capability of deep models heavily

rely on the increase of model size, which directly translates

into increasing computational demands and makes it more

challenging and urgent to achieve fast inference. Considering

the ubiquity in a broad spectrum of devices and good

programmability, CPU plays an important role in the neural

network workloads, especially for the inference phase [7].

Sparsity provides the opportunity to improve the inference

performance, as redundant arithmetic operations can be

safely skipped, and the memory traffic can be reduced.

Actually, the input data is naturally sparse in many real-

world tasks, such as the LiDAR (Light Detection And

Ranging) detection [5], [8] in autonomous driving, face

detection [2], character recognition [9], and image recon-

struction and editing [10]. In these tasks, only specific

regions in input images are valid. However, harnessing

the potential improvement faces several challenges. First,

irregular and data-dependent memory access pattern makes

it hard to exploit the locality, leading to insufficient cache

utilization. Secondly, implementing efficient sparse opera-

tors in neural networks can be complex. The sparse data

is usually compressed and only valid elements are kept

with indexing information, restricting available ways of the

kernels to operate over the sparse data. Finally, although

ignoring the input sparsity, existing frameworks [11]–[14]

leverage the vendor libraries, such as Intel MKL-DNN [15]

and NNPACK [16], to implement computationally expensive

kernels. These libraries are elaborately optimized and tuned

by experts to approach the peak performance [15], and thus

are hard to outperform.

In this paper, we focus on exploiting the input spar-

sity to accelerate the inference of deep neural networks.

Several techniques are proposed and work collaboratively

to overcome the challenges. Based on the observation to

the sparsity structure of the sparse inputs, an efficient data

layout is designed for the sparse data in neural networks.

The data layout provides cache-friendly access to sparse

data for neural network kernels and helps to expose plenty

of performance-critical optimization opportunities that can

be easily exploited. With respect to operators, we design a

generating method to produce efficient sparse kernels. We

define kernel templates composed of code to describe the

computation and optimizing directions to express specific

transformations to be performed by the kernel code gener-

ator. Above the operator level, inter-operator optimizations

are employed to simplify the end-to-end inference. All of the
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Figure 1. The workflow of Acorns

above techniques are integrated into a framework, Acorns,

to achieve efficient inference of neural networks with input

sparsity.

The workflow of Acorns is displayed in Fig. 1. Specif-

ically, Acorns starts with taking the network topology as

input and builds a computation graph consisting of the

operators in the network. Before diving into each operator,

Acorns performs two inter-operator transformations. The

operator fusion finds and merges operators that can be fused

together, and the sparse tensor layout conversion traces the

intermediate tensors and ensures they match the requirement

of tensors’ data layouts when to be consumed. For operators

in the transformed graph, Acorns performs specific trans-

formations according to the optimizing directions on the

code in templates and auto-tuning may be used to find the

best configuration. The final generated program can achieve

efficient inference of the neural network with sparse inputs.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in

this paper:

• We design a new data layout for sparse input data

in deep neural networks, which enables cache-friendly

data accesses and helps to expose plenty of opportuni-

ties of performance-critical optimizations.

• We design a method to generate efficient sparse kernels

in deep neural networks. The computing code and

optimizing directions are combined into kernel tem-

plates, on which the kernel code generator performs

corresponding optimizing transformations and tuning.

• We orchestrate all ingredients into an end-to-end frame-

work to achieve efficient deep neural network inference

with sparse input data.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the

capability of Acorns and compare it with other state-

of-the-art methods. Experiment results of the LiDAR-

based detection demonstrate significant speedups over

all baseline methods. Compared with existing sparse

inference methods, Acorns delivers 8.9-13.2× perfor-

mance improvement. As for dense inference methods,

Acorns achieves 1.8-2.4× speedups over Intel MKL-

DNN [15], 3.6-8.8× speedups over TensorFlow [11],

and 9.8-16.8× speedups over NNPACK [16].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first

introduce necessary background in Section II. Section III

overviews Acorns by an example. In Section IV, we in-

troduce each part of Acorns in detail. The experimental

evaluations are presented in Section V, followed by the

comparison to related work in Section VI. Section VII

summarizes this paper and introduces future work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first provide a brief introduction to the

key concepts about neural networks and notations we use

in this paper. Then, we introduce typical tasks with sparse

input data.

A. Neural Networks

A neural network is composed of a series of connected

operators, with each one applying specific type of computa-

tion to the inputs from its dependent operators and passing

the results to the following operators. Typical operators

include convolution [17], batch normalization [18], non-

linear activation [6], and pooling [6]. Among these operators,

convolution is the focus of performance optimization, as

it usually dominates the inference latency and is more

complicated to optimize than others (e.g., matrix multipli-

cations). A neural network containing convolutions is called

convolutional neural network (CNN), which is one of the

most important deep learning models and has been widely

used in many domains, such as computer vision and natural

language processing.

B. Tensors

The inputs and outputs of operators in neural networks

are usually represented by tensors. A tensor can be viewed

as a multidimensional array. In inference, the input and

output tensors usually have three dimensions, the channel

dimension (C) and two spatial dimensions, height (H) and

width (W ). Throughout this paper, we denote input, output

and weight tensors with I , O and W , respectively. Without

causing confusion, C, H , W are also used to represent the

size of corresponding dimension.

The data layout of tensor can be expressed using the com-

bination of dimensions, such as ‘HWC’ (channel dimension

is the fastest varying dimension in memory). In the sparse

situation, to save storage space, only non-zero values are

kept and another data structure is built to store their indices.

Popular sparse matrix formats such as compressed sparse

row (CSR) [19], compressed sparse column (CSC) and

coordinate (COO) are common examples. Only a particular

set of access patterns can be efficiently supported by these

data layouts. Moreover, as these formats are designed for
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(a) RGB image (b) bird-eye-view LiDAR image

Figure 2. Example images from KITTI dataset. The RGB image captured
by camera is on the left, and the corresponding bird’s eye view image is
on the right. The images are resized for displaying.

general sparse matrices, domain-specific sparsity structure

cannot be captured by them. We introduce our designed data

layout for sparse tenors in section IV-A.

C. Operators in Neural Network

The convolution operator convolves input feature map

tensor with weight tensor, and produces new feature map

tensor as output. The weight tensor consists of 4 dimensions:

the kernel dimension K, the channel dimension C, the

kernel height dimension R, and the kernel width dimension

S. Convolution is equivalent to matrix multiplication (mm)

when both R and S are equal to 1 and we name it non-spatial

convolution. For spatial convolutions, common practice [11],

[12], [20] first transforms the input tensor into a matrix and

utilizes the mm kernel to compute the convolution result.

Recently, direct convolution with careful optimizations plus

jit (just-in-time) compilation shows excellent performance

on Intel CPU [15], [21].

Pooling [6] divides the H and W dimensions into small

2D blocks and performs reduction within each block by

picking up the maximum or computing the average. Ac-

tivation (e.g., ReLU [6]), batch normalization (bn) [18] and

scale [18] are all element-wise operators. Activation per-

forms non-linear transformation while batch normalization

and scale perform linear scaling with different coefficients

for values in different channels. We refer readers to corre-

sponding papers for more details.

D. Applications with Sparse Input

In this section, we introduce two representative and im-

portant tasks with sparse inputs, the LiDAR-based detection

in autonomous driving and face detection.

1) LiDAR-based Detection: In autonomous driving, a

car relies on the cooperation of multiple devices to sense

the surrounding, such as cameras, GPS, and LiDAR sen-

sors [22]. LiDAR-based perception is essential due to its

ability to perceive distances accurately and the robustness

to the lighting change. The sensor emits laser pulses and

measures the distance to surrounding obstacles through the

time taken by the pulse to reflect off the encountered object

and return to the sensor. By drawing a point in a 3D

coordination system where at least one pulse encounters

object, a point cloud can be constructed to provide a good

representation of the positions and shapes of surrounding

objects, like pedestrians and other vehicles.

An effective way to process the point cloud is projecting it

from the bird’s eye view (the top view) and feeding the result

images into deep learning detection algorithms to recognize

objects of interests [5], [8]. These images are usually very

sparse because only the surfaces of surrounding objects

correspond to non-zero values. The sparsity can reach 75%-

90% in real-world LiDAR-based detection [8], [23]. Fig. 2

displays example images.

2) Face detection: Face detection algorithms employ

CNNs to check if there are faces in given images and

output the locations of found ones. To reduce the risk of

wrongly recognizing background as faces, some light-weight

algorithms [2] are used to direct the attention of CNNs to

predicted regions that are likely to have faces and ignore the

left part of the image. The prediction result is expressed as a

spatial mask and will be combined with the original image to

serve as the input to following CNNs. As locations marked

as 0 will be ignored by CNN, these values can be treated as

0 without affecting the final result.

III. OVERVIEW OF ACORNS

In this section, we use an example to give a brief introduc-

tion to how Acorns implements efficient inference of neural

networks with sparse inputs. Subsequent section describe

each part of Acorns in more detail.

Fig. 3 shows the process of generating the program

for the example neural network, which is extracted from

DenseNet [24]. Each step is shown in a block. First, Acorns

takes the neural network topology (nn.prototxt) as input and

parses it to construct a computation graph (Block 1). In the

graph, each operator of the neural network is represented by

a node, and edges represent tensors, including the input and

output tensors of the neural network and the intermediate

tensors that connect operators. The graph of the example

network contains five operators.

The graph abstracts the neural network at the operator

level and can serve as an appropriate representation to per-

form inter-operator transformations. Acorns first performs

the operator fusion transformation to simplify the graph.

In this transformation, Acorns traverses the graph and tries

to find operator sequence that can be fused legally. In

Block 1, Acorns finds the batch normalization, scale and

ReLU operators can be fused (shown in the red box)

and replaces them with a new operator having the same

functionality. The simplified graph is shown in Block 2.

The performance benefits from operator fusion since the

memory traffic between fused operators is eliminated and

the operational intensity is increased. In the original graph

shown in Block 1, each of these three operators loads its

input tensor from memory and writes the result tensor back

after performing simple computations (linear scaling and
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Figure 3. An example of the workflow of Acorns. The dashed input node represents a dummy operator feeding the network with inputs.

comparing). Operator fusion helps to reduce the time of

loading and writing from three to one.

The following inter-operator transformation is sparse ten-
sor layout conversion. For efficiency, some types of op-

erators have specific requirements on the data layout of

input tensors to avoid poor locality. Acorns ensures the

requirements are satisfied by tracing the data layouts of

tensors in the traversal over the graph and inserting layout

conversion operators when necessary. At the beginning, we

know the input tensor of the network is sparse and stored in

the original dense tensor layout. Following edges, Acorns

checks if it is compatible with the next operator. When

mismatch happens, a data layout transformation operator is

inserted. In Block 3, Acorns inserts a transformation opera-

tor (the red transform node) before the batch normalization

to construct sparse tensors in our data layout, and appends a

reverse transformation operator (the red re-transform node)

after the convolution to match the pooling’s preference for

the original data layout.

The graph representation is lowered in the following ker-
nel code generation step to generate efficient sparse kernels

for operators in the transformed graph. We define kernel

template for each type of operator. The template consists of

straightforward computation code annotated with optimizing

directions that express which transformations should be

applied to the code. The optimizing directions supported

by Acorns cover transformations that are recognized to be

important for sparse kernels of neural networks, including

loop tiling, vectorization, data packing and multithreading.

The fused op in Block 3 performs series of element-wise

operations and benefits from the multithreading paralleliza-

tion. The sparse convolution is more complex (shown in

Algorithm 3). In addition to parallelization, It contains tiling
directions for blocking the loop nest to exploit the data reuse

in input and weight tensors, and vectorizing direction for

using the vector instruction FMA (fused multiply-add) to

increase the throughput of arithmetic operations. Besides

performing the code transformations according to the op-

timizing directions, Acorns employs auto-tuning to find the

best tiling size. The generated kernels are combined to form

Figure 4. Sparse tensor in different formats

the final program to perform the inference of the neural

network.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF ACORNS

A. Sparse Data Layout
The design of data layout for sparse tensors should take

several requirements into account. Firstly, as operators’

sparse input tensors are organized in this layout, it should

allow operators to operate on the sparse tensors in a cache-

friendly way. Secondly, it should support most of operators

involved in neural networks, otherwise layout transforma-

tions will be frequently inserted into neural networks, result-

ing additional overhead. Thirdly, the layout transformations

from and to the original layout should be efficient to avoid

the performance gain is overwhelmed by the overhead of

necessary transformations.

Based on the understanding of the sparsity structure of

sparse input data to neural networks and the computing

patterns of operators, we design an efficient sparse tensor
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layout. We make use of an important characteristic of the

non-zero values’ distribution in the input data, named as

Algorithm 1 Layout Transformation

1: procedure TRANSFORM

2: for (h,w) ← (0, 0) to (H,W ) do
3: if I[h,w, 0] �= 0 then
4: nnz + = 1

5: values[nnz, :] = I[h,w, :]
6: locations[nnz, :] = [h,w]
7: end if
8: end for
9: end procedure

10: procedure REVERSE-TRANSFORM

11: for n ← 0 to nnz do
12: h,w ← locations[n, :]
13: output[h,w, :] = values[n, :]
14: end for
15: end procedure

channel consistency, which means whether a given spatial

location (h, w) is valid is consistent for all C values along

the channel dimension. The channel consistency exists in

the inputs of all tasks mentioned in Section II-D. Moreover,

the channel consistency can be maintained for most types of

operators in neural networks, such as convolution, pooling,

batch normalization, scale and activation, which ensures the

results of these operators are channel-consistent as long as

the inputs are. Fig. 4 displays an example of a sparse tensor

in our data layout. Assuming there are N non-zero spatial

locations, we can know the total number of non-zero values

is N ∗C, and the non-zeros can be stored in a dense matrix.

Determining the storing order of the non-zeros requires the

understanding of the memory access patterns of kernels. We

arrange the channel dimension inside the merged spatial

dimension, forming the dense ‘NC’ matrix named values.

This ensures computationally expensive operators can access

C values in a contiguous memory space. As for the location

information, we store it in a N ∗ 2 matrix named locations
with each row recording the spatial location (h,w) for the

corresponding C values.

Fig. 4 shows the example of representing the same sparse

tensor in CSR and COO formats. To use sparse matrix

formats, we first merge the ’height’ and ’width’ dimensions

and construct a sparse matrix (Fig. 4c). As these formats are

designed for general sparse matrices, they do not realize the

channel-consistency in the sparse neural network domain,

thus they ignore the location-sharing opportunity along the

channel dimension, which results in larger memory footprint

and reduces the operational intensity. COO stores a pair of

row and column indices for each non-zero value, making the

locations C× larger. CSR (CSC) records the column (row)

indices for each non-zero value and encodes the row (col-

umn) indices in an extra array. Besides, all of these formats

encode the locations in the sparse matrix, hence extra com-

putation is required in kernels to restore the original location

information of the tensor. Graham [25] proposed a hashtable-

based representation. The hashtable serves as a rule book by

recording which locations in the output tensor are related for

each non-zero input location. However, it requires breaking

convolution into several matrix multiplications, wasting the

R× S folds of data reuse. Besides, the construction cost of

the rule book is not trivial (See section V-B).

Our sparse tensor layout can support most of operators to

access both values and locations efficiently. The overheads

of transformations to this layout (transform) and back to

the original layout (reverse-transform) are quite low. Algo-

rithm 1 displays the two procedures.

Algorithm 2 Sparse Tensor Layout Conversion

1: for op in G.operators do // topological order
2: for input in op.inputs do
3: if input.layout �= op.requiredLayout[input] then
4: G.add transformation(op, input)
5: end if
6: end for
7: for out in op.outputs do
8: out.layout ← op.outputLayout[out]
9: end for

10: end for

B. Inter-Operator Optimization

Acorns performs two transformations on the computation

graph of neural network: operator fusion and sparse tensor
layout conversion.

The operator fusion transformation targets to simplify the

graph by finding consecutive operators that can be merged

and replacing them with a new operator with the same

functionality. This procedure is implemented in a traversal

of the graph. Based on the understanding of operators’

computation, we recognize common patterns of operators

that can be fused to facilitate Acorns to find them. Each

pattern consists of the types of those operators and their

corresponding equivalent operator. During traversing the

computation graph, Acorns compares the types of visited

operators with defined patterns and performs the replacement

when finding a match. Common patterns involves convolu-

tion and matrix multiplication, followed by normalization

and activations, such as ‘convolution-bn-scale-relu’, ‘mm-

bn-scale’ and ‘bn-scale-relu’. Although possible combina-

tion of operators grows exponentially with operator types,

most of them are incompatible with the design principles

of neural networks and therefore the required patterns are

limited.

Different types of operators may have different prefer-
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ences for the data layouts of the input tensors due to their

own data access patterns in computation. For examples,

pooling desires efficient access to spatially neighboring

values, which is ill-suited to spatially sparse tensors but

can be well supported by the original tensor layout. In

the sparse tensor layout conversion phase, Acorns needs to

ensure the input tensors’ layouts match the desired ones of

corresponding operators to avoid performance degradation.

Since the input tensors of one operator are produced by its

dependent operators as outputs, we need to know the data

layouts of each operator’s output tensors.

Specifically, Acorns defines a pair of attributes for each

type of operator. The required layout describes the preferred

layouts of the input tensors, and possible values are ‘origi-

nal’ for the original tensor layout, and ‘sparse’ for our sparse

tensor layout. The other attribute output layout expresses

the layout of each output tensor. With the two attributes,

Acorns performs the data layout conversion via a traversal

of the graph. Algorithm 2 displays the procedure. Starting

from the first operator of the graph, Acorns records the

layout of its output tensors. Then, following the dependency

between operators, Acorns picks out operators whose input

tensors are ready and checks whether layout transformation

is required. Our designed sparse tensor layout is preferred by

most of operators. Exceptions include pooling which prefers

the original layout for both the input and output tensors,

and spatial convolution which generates output tensor in the

original layout. The overhead of layout transformations is

evaluated in Section V-D.

C. Sparse Kernels

Based on the proposed sparse tensor layout, we design

the kernels for common operators involved in neural net-

works. For element-wise operators, their kernels are quite

straightforward and can be implemented in the traversal of

the values matrix. We do not list them due to the space

limit.

Convolution usually dominates the end-to-end inference

performance and can be viewed as a generalized matrix

multiplication. We show the sparse convolution kernel in

Algorithm 3. The basic idea is to traverse the rows in the

matrix values and multiply the C non-zeros in a row and

the weight tensor. The result is added to the output tensor O.

The original layout is used for the output tensor to determine

the index for each output location (outh, outw) directly,

and a mask matrix M records which locations are valid

in the output tensor. Non-spatial convolution is equivalent

to matrix multiplication and the result can be stored in the

sparse layout directly.

In the sparse convolution kernel based on the designed

data layout, plenty of optimizing chances are exposed to

Acorns. There are ample data reuse in the computation. The

C values in one row are used R∗S ∗K times by the weight

tensor, and the weight tensor is also reused by different

rows. As the non-zeros in our data layout are stored in a

dense matrix with fixed shape, loop tiling and tuning can be

easily used to enhance the data locality. Moreover, the core

code at Line 13 computes the inner product of two vectors,

which is suitable for vectorization. We introduce how these

opportunities are captured by the optimizing directions in

kernel templates in detail in the following section.

Algorithm 3 Sparse Convolution Kernel Template

1: #pragma tiling
2: #pragma parallelization
3: for i ← 0 to N do
4: h,w ← I.locations[i, :]
5: #pragma tiling
6: for k ← to K do
7: for (r, s) ← (0, 0) to (R,S) do
8: compute output spatial location outh, outw
9: M [outh, outw] ← 1

10: #pragma tiling
11: #pragma vectorizing
12: for c ← 0 to C do
13: sum + = I.values[i, c] ∗W [k, r, s, c]
14: end for
15: O[outh, outw, k] + = sum
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for

D. Kernel Code Optimization

To harness the potential performance improvement, we

need to exploit the optimizing opportunities and generate

high-performance kernels for sparse operators. Implement-

ing efficient sparse kernels is quite complex, and we show

existing methods fail to achieve it in Section V. Compiler

itself has many built-in optimizing transformations, but it

is often restricted by the code complexity and the inability

to prove the optimizations’ validity [26]. Experts can write

high-performance code based on the understanding of the

computation and the knowledge of computer architecture,

while this method takes significant engineering efforts, and

achieving close-to-peak performance may still needs tuning.

Acorns adopts a template-based generating method to

generate efficient kernels with the aid of the domain-specific

optimizing knowledge. We define kernel templates that con-

sist of straightforward code describing the computation and

the optimizing directions expressing which transformations

to be performed on the annotated code. Acorns will carry out

specific transformations on the code automatically based on

the optimizing directions. We introduce each optimization

in detail next.

1) Loop tiling: Tiling [27] is a well-known optimization

technique that transforms nested loops to enhance the data

locality. It partitions the original loop space into small blocks
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and reorders the execution sequence such that data in cache

and registers can be reused, hence reducing the number of

references falling to the main memory and the data access

latency.

Loops with tiling directions will be blocked automatically

by Acorns. As the tiling size shows a big impact on the

performance [28], [29] and is dependent on both the data

access patterns and the hardware characteristics [29], [30],

for flexibility and performance, Acorns takes the responsi-

bility of finding the best tiling configuration for given loop

nests and platform. It achieves this target through an auto-

tuning method. Details are introduced in Section IV-D3.

Tiling directions are applied in kernels with data reuse

chances, such as matrix multiplication and convolution. For

example, we annotate the loops of N , K, and C with the

tiling directions in the convolution kernel template (See

Algorithm 3). Assuming the block sizes are NB, KB and

CB, respectively, the three innermost loops compute the

partial sum of a NB ∗ KB block and update the output

with it. The outer loops control the traversal of different

blocks.

2) Vectorization: Exploiting the capability of perform-

ing operations on multiple data elements simultaneously

is important to improve the throughput of arithmetic op-

erations and memory accesses. Modern CPU usually has

vector instruction extensions, such as the Advanced Vector

Extensions (AVX) [31] for Intel CPU and the NEON [32]

for Arm CPU. The vector instructions can be generated by

host compilers through embedding special functions named

‘intrinsic’ in code.

The innermost loop usually performs the same type op-

eration on different elements that resides in memory con-

tiguously, such as the multiplications between input values

and weights in both convolution and linear transformation

kernels, and the arithmetics in some element-wise kernels.

It is suitable to utilize the vector instructions to boost the

performance. Acorns will find loops with vectorizing direc-

tion and try to vectorize the inside expression by replacing

it with corresponding intrinsics. In the code at Line 13 in

Algorithm 3, the product between an input element and a

weight is added to sum. Acorns will recognize this arith-

metic operations and use the Fused Multiply-Add (FMA)

intrinsic to replace it. Weights and inputs are also loaded

through intrinsics before the computation. When combining

vectorization and tiling, Acorns ensures the tiling size will

be multiple of the width of used vector intrinsics exactly.

3) Auto-tuning: The tiling size has a great impact on

the performance [28], [29] while it is not straightforward

to determine the best tiling size for each level of the loop

nests. In Acorns, we exploit the auto-tuning technique to

search the best tiling size. The brute-force method tries every

legal tiling configuration and picks out the one with the best

performance. But it will take significant time to complete the

searching as the search space is defined by the combination

of all possible tiling sizes of each loop level. For real-world

CNNs [24], [33], the number of legal candidates for one

single convolution operator can easily reach several hundred.

We propose an empirical model to reduce the search

space for Acorns. The core idea is to avoid trying can-

didate kernels that cannot achieve effective data reuse on

specific platforms. Specifically, the model calculates the

working set size of computing the NB ∗ KB partial sum

block, which is (NB*KB+NB*CB+CB*KB)*sizeof(float),

and checks if it exceeds the capacity of a specific level

of data cache. The other constrain is the working set of

the two innermost loops (loops of NB and KB) should fit

in another higher level data cache, which is calculated as

(NB*KB+NB+KB)*sizeof(float).

We choose the L2 and L1 data cache for the model

and evaluate it on all 85 different convolution kernels from

ResNet50 [33] and DenseNet-121 [24]. We find the best

tiling sizes are always kept by the model and the search

space can be reduced by up to 45%. On average, 30%
candidates are skipped without being tested by Acorns.

4) Weight Packing: The access pattern of weight tensor

changes after tiling. The weight tensor was accessed one by

one in specific order (e.g., KRSC) with the values arranged

in a compatible way. After tiling, weight tensor will be

accessed block by block. With the original layout of weight

tensor, this access pattern will result in high-stride accesses

and potential TLB misses.

To resolve this problem, Acorns will adjust the layout

of weight tensor automatically to ensure the contiguous

accesses. The weight tensor will be packed into blocks with

the same size as the related loop tiles, and the blocks will

be stored one by one with respect to the access order. As

the weight tensors are fixed during the inference phase, the

packing procedure can be completed ahead of the actual

inference.

5) Multithreading: Besides capturing the data-level par-

allelism through the vectorization, Acorns also exploits the

loop-level parallelism exposed in kernels via multithreading.

Acorns provides the parallelization direction to annotate

loops that can be performed in parallel, and distributes the

computation to multiple threads via OpenMP.

As the false sharing problem can cause significant perfor-

mance degradation [34], we should avoid different threads

writing memory locations within the same cacheline. Thus,

the loops of C (K for mm and convolution) are excluded

from parallelization, and we consider the loops of N . For

element-wise kernels, annotating loops of N is safe as the

size of channel dimension (usually between 16 to 1024) is

large enough to avoid false sharing. For convolutions, as

non-zero values residing in one R ∗ S block in the input

tensor contribute to the same output spatial location, Acorns

arranges each thread to compute the result of its own BN
block and store it in a private buffer. A merging step will

merge local results of different threads together and produce
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Figure 5. The single-thread performance of Acorns and baseline methods. The execution time of baseline methods is normalized to Acorns’ time.

Figure 6. The multithreading performance of Acorns and baseline methods

the final outputs. The extra merging step brings some

overheads and we compare the multithreading speedups with

other baselines in Section V-B2.

V. EVALUATIONS

To evaluate the techniques described in this paper, we

use Acorns as well as several existing frameworks and

libraries to execute convolutional neural networks with real-

world sparse input data and compare their performance. We

demonstrate in Section V-B Acorns can generate programs

that outperform all baseline methods in performance with

notable margins. We further demonstrate how much each

part of Acorns contributes to the overall performance gain in

Section V-C, and the overhead of data layout transformation

in Section V-D. Finally, we show in Section V-E that our

technique is able to exploit different degrees of sparsity and

transform it to actual performance improvement effectively.

A. Methodology

We pick ten widely used and representative neural net-

work frameworks and libraries as baselines to evaluate

the performance improvement of Acorns. These baselines

can be divided into two categories based on how they

treat the sparsity. The sparsity-aware methods exploit the

input sparsity in the computation. On the contrary, sparsity-

unaware methods do not realize the sparsity and treat the

input as dense data.

There are not many works utilizing input sparsity in deep

learning workloads on CPU. SparseConvNet (SCN) [25]

supports end-to-end sparse inference and utilizes the matrix-

matrix multiplication kernel in PyTorch [13] to implement

sparse convolution. Intel MKL provide heavily optimized

sparse kernels (Intel MKL-Sparse) [35] for Intel processors

and the SpMM kernel is used to implement mm and convolu-

tion operators. Since SpMM supports several different sparse

matrix formats (CSR, CSC, COO), we pick out the one

with the best performance to represent Intel MKL-Sparse.

TACO [36] is a recently developed compiler that is capable

of generating optimized kernels for tensor expressions with

mixes of dense and sparse tensors.

As for sparsity-unaware methods, we choose six libraries,

including Intel MKL-DNN [15], NNPACK [16], Eigen [37],

Intel MKL [38], OpenBLAS [39] and ATLAS [40], and

two frameworks, Caffe [12] and Google’s TensorFlow [11].

Specifically, Caffe is only used as a front-end to parse the

testing neural networks and call the corresponding comput-

ing kernels in the baseline libraries for operators.

The experiments use two state-of-the-art CNNs, ResNet-

50 [33] and DenseNet-121 [24], in the LiDAR-based detec-

tion task. The input data comes from the widely used KITTI

dataset [23], and it contains 7518 images with spatial size

1400 ∗ 700. The average sparsity is 0.79, meaning an input

image has only 21% valid regions on average. To generate

sparse kernels, Acorns uses randomly generated images with

the average sparsity (79%). For a more comprehensive un-

derstanding of Acorns, in Section V-E, we also use randomly

generated sparse images with a wider spectrum of sparsity

degrees than KITTI to analyze Acorns’ performance.

We run all experiments on a four-socket, 32-core Intel

Xeon E7-4809 v3 CPU machine with 32GB of main mem-

ory. The CPU supports Intel Advanced Vector Extensions

2 (AVX2) [41], a 256-bit width vector instruction extension.
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Table I
THE MULTITHREADING SPEEDUP OF ACORNS AND BASELINES

Speedup ResNet DenseNet

Intel MKL-DNN 5.4 3.3

TensorFlow 12.3 7.1

NNPACK 2.6 2.1

Intel MKL 1.6 1.4

SCN 2.6 2.2

Intel MKL-Sparse 1.7 1.3

Acorns 3.6 3.0

Each core has 32KB of L1 data cache and 256KB of L2

cache. A 20MB of L3 cache is shared among 8 cores.

B. Overall Performance

In this section, we compare the performance of programs

generated by Acorns with baseline methods. We use the time

of running the models on all 7518 images in the KITTI test

dataset to evaluate the performance.

1) Single-Thread: Fig. 5 displays the speedups achieved

by Acorns in the single-thread situation. The performance of

seven sparsity-unaware methods is represented by light-grey

bars, and sparsity-aware methods are represented by dark-

grey bars in the right part. As TACO does not support spatial

convolutions (R>1 or S>1), we show its normalized time

of the left supported kernels. It is clear Acorns achieves the

best performance among all methods with notable speedups.

Compared with sparsity-unaware methods, Acorns

achieves 2.7 to 22.6× speedups, demonstrating its

capability to exploit the sparsity and transform it to

actual performance improvement. It is notable that Acorns

achieves 2.7× speedup over Intel MKL-DNN [15]. Besides,

Intel MKL also shows performance comparable to sparsity-

aware methods, demonstrating the difficulty for sparse

computation in surpassing these optimized and carefully

tuned methods.

Compared with the three sparsity-aware baselines, Acorns

achieves 5.4 to 8.3× performance improvement, verifying

the new data layout and collaborative template-based kernel

generation can serve as a better solution to sparse infer-

ence. Among them, TACO is incapable of generating all

kernels of operators in the testing neural networks. We also

analyze the generated kernel code and find TACO lacks

several performance-critical optimizations, including tiling

and vectorization, which contribute a lot to the performance

gain (See Section V-C).

Acorns shows 5.4 to 5.6× speedups over Intel MKL-

Sparse. Among supported sparse formats, COO performs

best in evaluations. Our format reduces memory traffic

as non-zero locations of different channels are shared.

Equipped with tuning-assisted loop tiling and explicit vec-

Table II
THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT BREAKDOWN. indi

REFERS TO INDIVIDUAL SPEEDUP, AND accu REFERS TO ACCUMULATED

SPEEDUP

Speedup
ResNet DenseNet

indi accu indi accu

op fusion 1.02 1.02 1.06 1.06

vectorization 2.16 2.21 1.34 1.42

loop tiling&auto-tuning 2.29 5.05 2.47 3.51

weight packing 1.20 6.06 1.19 4.17

multithreading 3.55 21.51 3.03 12.64

torization, Acorns can realize better utilization of registers

and cache. We conduct cache-related profiling to analyze

the memory access efficiency and the results are displayed

in Fig. 7. Acorns show significantly less L1 and last-level

cache references, and the reduced miss on L1 data cache

and LLC demonstrates enhanced data locality.

The programs generated by Acorns runs 6.5 to 8.3×
faster than SCN [25]. We find the building procedure to

construct the hashtable-based representations incurs non-

trivial overhead and takes 28% and 33% time in the ResNet-

50 and DenseNet-121 inference, respectively. Moreover, the

performance also suffers from SCN’s insufficiently opti-

mized kernels. It calls the matrix multiplication kernel R∗S
times to complete convolution, wasting data reuse cross con-

volution kernels and resulting in worse performance. Acorns

achieves an average 5.4× speedup on all 171 convolution

kernels from ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121.

2) Multithreading: We start from 2 threads and double

the thread number until it reaches 32. The best performance

of each method in this process is recorded as its multithread-

ing performance. Fig. 6 shows the multithreading speedups

of Acorns over baselines. Eigen is skipped as its kernels

used in the experiment do not support multithreading. TACO

is also skipped for its incomplete support for all required

kernels. Among dense BLAS libraries, we only keep the

best-performing Intel MKL as the representative.

Acorns achieves the best performance on all models

again, showing 1.8 to 18.6× speedups. Table I displays

the speedups over its single-thread performance for each

method. Except TensorFlow and NNPACK which implement

own thread pool for better scalability, other methods utilize

OpenMP for parallelization. While the extra merging step

incurs some overheads, Acorns achieves the best multi-

threading speedup among sparsity-aware methods.

C. Performance Contribution Analysis

In this section, we break down the overall performance

gain achieved by Acorns and analyze how much each

component contributes to it. The optimizations are enabled

one by one, and Acorns generates a program at each step. We
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Figure 7. The cache profiling results of ten convolution kernels (along x axis) from ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121. We normalize Acorns’ values to that
of Intel MKL-Sparse, thus bars lower than 1 mean Acorns’ values are smaller.

evaluate these generated programs on the KITTI dataset and

the results are shown in Table II. From top to bottom, each

line shows the performance improvement of an additional

optimization. Both the individual speedup (speedup over the

prior one) and the accumulated speedup (speedup over the

baseline) are listed.

The benefit of operator fusion depends on the neural

network architecture and the fused operators take 0.6%
and 1% of computations in ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121,

respectively. Although the improvements are small, we argue

the fused operators would make a larger performance impact

with more optimizations enabled, since these operators are

insensitive to the following optimizations due to their low

computing intensity and little data reuse. The vectorization

and loop tiling with auto-tuning contribute most of the

performance improvement except multithreading. It is worth

noting that although the optimization techniques themselves

are not original, we show building an end-to-end framework

where they can work collaboratively is quite effective to

solve the problem of sparse inference of deep neural net-

works.

D. Layout Transformation Overhead

In experiments, the transformation operators are inserted

after the pooling and spatial convolutions, and the reverse

transformation operators are inserted before pooling. All

inserted transformation operators take 7.9% and 20.0%
overall time in the inference of ResNet-50 and DenseNet-

121, respectively. The reverse-transformation operators are

more expensive duo to the irregular writing pattern and

contribute more than 50% of transformation overhead. Since

there are much more poolings in DenseNet than ResNet (4

vs 1), transformations in DenseNet incurs more overhead.

E. Performance with Varying Sparsity

In this section, we investigate Acorns’ capability in ex-

ploiting different degrees of sparsity. As images in KITTI

only cover a narrow range of sparsity (0.57-0.93), we syn-

thesis images with sparsity ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 as input.

Since different sparsity levels impacts the tuning results,

Acorns runs the tuning procedure and generates a program

Table III
THE SPEEDUP ON DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SPARSITY

Sparsity 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

MKL-DNN 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.9 2.3 3.3 5.3

MKL-Sparse 8.0 8.3 8.1 8.0 7.4 7.7 7.2 6.8 5.7

for each sparsity level. We run the generated programs of

ResNet-50 over 1000 images and compute the average time

to evaluate the performance. Intel MKL-DNN and MKL-

Sparse are chosen as baselines.

Table III displays the experiment result. Acorns can match

Intel MKL-DNN when sparsity reaches 0.2 and achieve

speedups under higher sparsity, demonstrating the optimiz-

ing capability of Acorns is not only effective for some

specific levels of sparsity. The speedups over Intel MKL-

Sparse verify the advantages of Acorns in generating and

tuning sparse kernels for specific levels of sparsity. We also

evaluate the performance loss when the sparsity level to

which Acorns tunes mismatches the sparsity level at runtime.

On average this causes about 7% performance degradation.

The most performance loss is 21% and happens when using

kernels tuned to 0.1 sparsity for inputs with 0.9 sparsity.

VI. RELATED-WORK

A. Efforts to exploit sparsity in neural networks

Efforts towards exploiting the sparsity in neural networks

are most similar to Acorns. spg-CNN [42] exploits the

sparsity produced in the back-propagation phase of training

and reforms the gradient computation to a composition of

small dense matrix multiplications. Optimizations including

data layout transformation, vectorization and tiling are lever-

aged. Acorns targets the sparsity in input data and focuses

on the inference phase. Upon the designed sparse data

layout, Acorns proposes a template-based generating method

to produce efficient kernels in neural networks. SCN [25]

designs a hashtable-based sparse tensor representation and

utilizes the computing kernels in PyTorch [13] to implement

sparse operators. We demonstrate its inefficiency by showing
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its incapability to improve the performance compared to

highly tuned dense library [15]. SBNet [8] divides tensors

with block-structured sparsity into dense grids and uses

the optimized library [43] for dense computation. Acorns

do not only target specific spatial sparsity and is able to

generate sparse kernels with better performance that tuned

dense ones. Shi.et al [44] propose to skip zeros in operators’

inputs on-the-fly and utilize SIMD to implement sparse

kernels. But the insufficient designs in optimization result in

limited speedups. TACO [36], [45] is a compiler to generate

optimized kernels for tensor expressions. Acorns targets

sparse inference of neural networks and is distinguished

by the new designed data layout and the template-based

optimizing kernel generator.

There are other efforts devoted to exploiting the sparsity in

weight tensors. Park et al. [46] and Chen et al. [47] develop

sparse convolutions with data placement arrangement [47]

and tiling [46], [47] based on the CSR format for CPU

and GPU, respectively. Acorns utilizes the domain-specific

sparsity structure and organize sparse data in a new data

layout. Liu et al [48] propose to customize sparse kernels

by removing redundant instructions according to the specific

sparse weights. Acorns exploits the sparsity in input data,

which varies with different inputs and is out of the capability

of that method.

B. Efforts to optimize sparse computation

Many sparse matrix formats have been proposed to sup-

port the representation and computation of sparse matrices.

Compressed sparse row (CSR), compressed sparse col-

umn (CSC), and coordinate (COO) are most popular formats

and are supported by most of computation libraries [35],

[49]. Several efforts seek to optimize specific sparse oper-

ations by designing new formats, such as ELLPACK [50]

and compressed sparse block (CSB) [51] for sparse matrix-

vector multiplication (SpMV), and skyline [52] for Cholesky

decomposition and LU decomposition. Our data layout for

sparse tensors exploits the domain-specific ‘channel con-

sistency’ in sparse inputs of neural networks and works

collaboratively with designed optimization sequence to boost

the performance of sparse kernels. Many efforts have been

directed to implement efficient sparse operations with opti-

mizing transformations, such as SpMV [50], [53]–[57] and

SpMM [58]–[62]. Optimizing techniques like tiling [58] and

auto-tuning [57] are also used to enhance the performance.

Compared with these efforts, Acorns focuses on generating

efficient sparse kernels used in neural network inference, and

the generated kernels show notable performance improve-

ment over existing sparse library [35] and compiler [36].

C. Deep Learning Compilers and Frameworks

As far as we know, no existing frameworks or compilers

provide sufficient support for sparse input data in deep

learning workloads, and Acorns is the first compiler to

exploit the input sparsity to accelerate the inference. Several

popular frameworks [11]–[14], [20], [63] allow users to

construct neural networks using their APIs and delegate the

computation to vendor libraries [15], [16], [38], [39], [43].

TensorFlow [11] provides a coo-based sparse tensor repre-

sentation, but most of common operators do not support it,

making end-to-end sparse inference impossible. Compared

with them, Acorns exploits the input sparsity to accelerate

the inference and is able to generate sparse kernels that have

better performance than existing libraries.

Some works are devoted to generating efficient neural

network kernels. TVM [64], [65] provides a DSL for users

to express the computation and the transformations. It can

generate inference programs by using graph-level transfor-

mations and tuning kernels for specific platforms. Tensor

Comprehension [26] transforms tensor expressions into a

polyhedral representation and the kernel code is generated

by a jit compiler. Other works [66]–[68] design multi-

level intermediate representations (IR) and generate LLVM

IR [69] to utilize the low-level optimizations and portability

of LLVM. Acorns shares some optimizing transformations

with them, like loop tiling, multithreading parallelization,

and data packing. But Acorns focuses on the sparsity in

input data and achieves notable performance improvement

by designing the data layout for sparse tensors and the

optimizing sequence to exploit the potential performance

gain effectively.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a framework to accelerate the

neural network inference by exploiting the sparsity in input

data. The designed data layout for sparse tensors exploits the

domain-specific sparsity structure and enables performance-

critical optimizations. Acorns performs optimizing trans-

formations on kernel templates and utilizes auto-tuning to

generate efficient inference code for neural networks. Com-

prehensive evaluations demonstrate the generated programs

achieve significant performance improvement over state-of-

the-art methods.

In the future, we plan to enhance Acorns from several

perspectives, such as an unified kernel representation and

new code generators for different platforms like GPU.
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